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to coincide with the volumes publication, michael giacchino has returned to compose the music for the series.
giacchino is the composer of such popular films as spirited away, the incredibles, mission impossible, the lost
world: jurassic park, star trek, the academy award winning scores for a beautiful mind, american beauty, and

the oscar-nominated scores for hugo and the incredibles 2. giacchino has also composed the music for
numerous anime television series, including the music in this volumes three animated shorts, magical mirai, fix
me, and fatal realm. in addition, the film shanghai knights was among one of his first hollywood ventures, and
in 2009 he won an oscar for his film score of up, which was hailed as one of the greatest film scores in movie
history. he also scored the musical scores for transformers: dark of the moon, transformers: age of extinction,

and many more. of course, hes also familiar with the toy design world. he designed the voice of the great
gazoo in the animated television series of the little mermaid. he also designed the various characters of the

2017 live action version, including ariel, sebastian, king triton, eric, prince eric, flounder, ursula, and king
triton. his animation resume includes the design of beowulf, journey to the center of the earth, the land before
time, hocus pocus, and the black cauldron. in addition, he designed the character of buzz lightyear for the toy
story films. he has also scored for numerous animated films, including the academy award winning animated

movie, toy story. legendary artist rick griffin painted the entire first episode! in addition, there are painted
covers by paul pope, dan vado, matt hollingsworth, jeremy cooper and colleen coover. a gorgeous pull-out

poster by jason forgie is showcased on the cover. weighing in at 10 pages per issue and is 40-45% comic book,
40% research, 20% writing, 10% art, the series will offer readers a taste of what to expect. weve included all of

the issues available for public reading, and the first issue can be downloaded for free to look out for more to
come.
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paste: how did you come up with the
idea of i hate fairyland? skottie

young: i remember i was reading the
mad magazine comic and there was

a story that was just a huge line
drawing of a little girl named

gertrude who was on her fifth or sixth
trip to fairyland. there was a line on
the back that said, "its about time
gertrude gave up and went home"

and i found that line hilarious. i love
that line and i really wanted to do a
story about that. if youre familiar
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with a lot of my work, youd know
that i have a tendency to do this with
every story. i love the idea of playing

with fairy tales and old-fashioned
tropes and seeing where it leads.

most people have grown up watching
fairy tales and their impact is often

deeper than they realize. a lot of the
things that kids are afraid of are very
much justified, like the wolf jumping
out of the closet. thats a scary thing.

if youre able to talk about those
things in a lighthearted way, even
with the darker elements, it can be

very impactful. it really is about
playing with these tropes and seeing
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what they mean. i really wanted to
make something with that same kind
of playfulness and that same kind of

imagination. this is a version of
fairyland where everything is a little
bit more real. where you can actually
see the elements. and you can see
the elements interacting. and the

spirits interact with each other. this
is a slightly heightened version of

fairyland. it's a world where it's very,
very important to pay attention and
listen, because this is a world where
you can get killed. and so if you don't
pay attention you can get hurt. and
so i wanted this to be a world where
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people were kind of at risk. so that
was the idea of this version of

fairyland.  5ec8ef588b
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